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Problems Encountered in Using Vehicle Ride as a

Criterion of Pavernent Roughness
B,E. OUINN

of pavement roughness has been the ride experienced in a passenger vehicle. This ride depends on the properties of the veh¡cle as well as
those of the pavement. Recent changes in vehicle design (less weight and frontOne criterion

wheel drive) may affect th¡s pavement criterion. To show the relationship between veh¡cle properties and ride, a simple mathemat¡cal model was selected
for the vehicle. Vertical vehicle accelerat¡on was used as a measure of the r¡de.
For a pavement of known propert¡es, the r¡de was determined for different
speeds and different vehicle suspension characterist¡cs. Significantly d¡fferent
values for the pavement cr¡terion were obtained for the same sect¡on of pavement. lt is bel¡eved that ride can still be used as a criterion of pavement rough.
ness but that operating speeds and veh¡cle character¡stics must also be consid.
ered ¡n establ¡shing this criterion.

tnany years the ricle experienced by the occupant
of a veh.icle has been used as a críterion of pavenent roughness. A person traveling over a section
of pavement in a passenger vehicle at a selected
speed subjectively evaluates the experience. This
evaluation is accepted as a criterion of the roughness of the pavernent section in question.
In spite of the subjective nature .of this procedure it has worked weLl for several years largely
because passenger vehicles have been similar in design over this period of tine. Moreover, cars used
to be heavier and the weight distribution resuLted
in alnost the same rvheel loads on the front and rear

For

wheels.

Within the past 5 years significant changes

have

been made in the design of passenger cars. The
\'reight has been reduceil in sone nodels so that the
weight of the passenger is now a higher proportion
of the total weight. Of greater importance is the

fact that with front-wheel drive the front wheels
carry rnore of the total hreight when only the front
seat is occupied. In addition, the overall lengtb
of these vehicles has been reduced. As a result of
these and other chânges, there is a clifference in
the riiling properties of the newer cars. Thus, it
is posslble to have different pavenent roughness
criteria for the sane pavenent if different vehicles
are used to evaluate the ride.
In addition, the response of the vehicle to the
pavenent varies with vehicle speed. Depending on
the properties of the pavement, it ís possible to
improve the ride by selecting the proper vehlcle velocity. In general¡ the effects of short-wavelength
disturbances can be ¡ninimized by traveling at higher
velocities whereas long-wavelength ilisturbances becotne nore objectionable at higher speeds.
The Kentucky Department of Highways has evaluatetl
the riding quality of highways by neasuríng the acceleration experienced by a person ricling in a vehicle (1, p. 14). A difference of I percent was observed between tests conducted with a full tank of
gasoline anil one conducted hrith a tank that was
nearly ernpty. ft is thus possible for vehicle properties to change neasurably during the operation of
thé vehicle.
The purpose of this paper is to outline a nethod
by which vehicle properties can be described ln a
meaningful way but the basic concept of evaluatÍng a
pavenent based on ride can still be used.

DESCRIBING RIDE

The Kentucky Departtnent of Highways used triaxial
passenger acceleration as a criterion of ride. In

this paper only vertícal acceleration ls considered. A rnore aceurate deseriptlon of ride requires
a consideration of the allowable levels of acceleration at various frequencies.
DESCRTBTNG THE VEHTCLE

A sinple ¡nodel of the vehicle is used (see Figure
1). The single wheel of the nodel is assuned to
have no weíght and to experience a vertical displacement y. ThÍs displacement is produced by the
highway profile.
To the wheet is attached the lower
end of a Linear spring of stiffness k that represents all the stiffness in the suspenslon systen of
the vehicle. fn a si¡nilar way, all of the damping
is representeil by a linear shock absorber that has a
danpíng constant c and is also attached to the
whee1. To the upper ends of the spring and the
shock absorber is attached a mass n that represents
all of the sprung nass of the vehicle. The vertical
acceleration of this mass is considered as the acceleration experienceil by the passenlter and¡ hence¡
the ride criterlon.
The vehicle characteristic used in thls analysis
is the ratio of thê passenger acceleration dlvidleil
by the vertical dlsplacement of the wheêt plotted as
a function of frequency (see Figure 2). This characteristic represents the application to a highway
problen of a frequency response technigue usedl ln
auto¡natic control problens to describe a system of
interest (2t p. 721. This technique requÍres that
the input and the output of a given systen be defineil. À slnusoidal input is then applied at a selected freguency to produce a sínusoidal output.
The ratio of the amplitude of the output to that of
the input is then ¿leternined at the selectecl frequency to glve one point on what is known as a frequency response curve.

This process is repeatetl until the curve is defined over the range of frequencies of interest.
This curve describes the systen under consideration
Figure

1. Simple model of a passenger vehicle'
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Veh¡cle character¡st¡cs used to pred¡ct ride.
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Pavement roughness speetrum.
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and has nany useful applications. By using the ap-

propriate input and output quantitlesr curves of
this type have been used to predíct dynanic tire
forces Q) and to deternine pavement roughness sPectra from vehicle notion (4). A response characteristic can be determined eiÈher nathematically or exper inentally.
In this case the system under consideration is
the vehicle. The input is defined as the alisplacetnent y at the wheel resulting frorn travel over the
pavement surface. The output is the ríde ä, which
has already been discussed. For this situation the
frequency response characteristic has been computed
mathernatically, but it can aLso be deter¡nined experimentally, as has been done for actual passenger
cars (5). The amplitude of the sinusoidal inPut
displacenent is represented by Y' and the anplitude
of the sinusoidaL output acceleration is represente¿l
by !i.
The ratio of interest is :i/Y, whfch is shown in
Figure 2 for three different vehicle suspension conditions. The mathematical ileveloprnent of */Y is
omitted here to conserve space and also because it
is believed that a serious study of this problen
should involve an experirnental deterrnination of âctual vehicle properties.
The curves in Figure 2 shorv the effect on the ü,/Y
charâcteristíc of the natural frequency of the vehicle (f¡) and also of the ilarnping in the suspension
system as indicatecl by the danping ratio (q). In
general, larger values of 6 represent nore highly
damped suspension systerns. The units of Ï/Y are
those of acceleration divided by clisplacenent, which
reduce to \/sec2.
DESCRIBING

IHE

PÀVE¡IENT

A pavement roughness spectrum is used to descrlbe
the pavetnent (6). This curve, shown in Figure 3,
indicates the extent to which various e.avelengths
are present in the pavement profile. The ordinates
of this curve represent the roughness spectraL density in square feet per cycle per foot, and the abscissae represent the reciprocals of the hravelengths
in units of I/ft.
The area under this curve represents the mean square value of the roughness in
square feet. The reciprocal of the cravelength ls

referred to as a distance-based frequency (fo) ln
contrast to the tine-based freguency (f) used in describing the vehicle. IInfornation for Figure 3 was
obtained by using instrurnentation (]) caLlbrated in
the units shown.l This description of the pavenent
depends only on the proflle and is thus geotnetrlc in
nature.

The question rnight be raised as to why Èhe area
under thê pavement roughness spectru¡n could not be
useil as a criterion of pavement roughness. The reason ls that noÈ at1 wavelengths affect the ridíng

qualities of a pavenent. Thls is particularly true
of long navelengths, which usually make large contributions to the mean sguare value of the roughness. coing up over a hill and doçn into a valley
introduces an enorrnous wavelength into the pavement
profile, but if the pavenent is free of very short
wavelength distortlons the ride will not be adversely affected. fn this way ride serves to ltlentify pavernent distortions that are inportant to the
user.

À pavement roughness spectruln can be conputed

frorn elevation measurements (6) or tleterninetl fron
the data obtainetl frorn any device that tneasures the
pavement profile.
It can also be measureil alirectly
by using special equiprnent l7l. The advantage of

using this descriPtion of the pavenent is that it
can be combinedl with the vehicle freguency resPonse
previously ¡nentioned to predict the ride, which can
then be used as a criterion of pavement roughness.
PROCEDURE FOR PREDICTING RIDE

the pavenent is described in terms of cycles
per foot, 'it is necessary to convert thesê unlts to
cycles per second (hertz) in ortler to be able to
conbine the pavement roughness sPectrun with the vehicle frequency responsê characteristic. To do this
it is necessâry to knon the vetoclty (v) at which
the vehlcLe ls movíng over the pavenent. If v is
knownr the ordinates and the abscissae of the roughness spectrum can be transforned to produce a new
roughness spectrum cu.rve expressed ln terms of a
tI¡ne-basèd frequency. This transfor¡nation can be
achíeved as follows:
Because
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f=Vxfo
Py(f)

=

(1)

Py(fp)/v

(2)

!rhere

f = time-based freguêncy (cyctes/sec or Hz),
fo = distance-based frequency (cycles,/ft),
Py(fD) = pavetnent roughness spectral density Ift2l
(cycle/ft) I and
ry(f) = transformecl ' pavement roughness spectral
density lftz / (cycLe/secll.
The results of this trânsforrnation are shown in
Figure 4, where two different velocities have been
used as indlcated and two separate and distinct
curves have been obtained. Thls lndlcates that atifferent operating speeds will result in different inputs to the vehicle and, hence, different vehicle
outputs can be expected. The effects of the trdo velocities can also be seen in Figure 3, where that
portion of the curve designated by the closely
space¿l tic marks above the curve is associated with
the higher velocity ânat that portion lying within
thê tno longer tic marks belorv the curve is associated nith the loerer velocity. Figure 3 shows that
long wavelengths becorne rnore signlficant in the input Èo the vehiele at high veloclties whereas
shorter wavelengths become less significant.
fn
terms of the input, the vehicle is exposeil to different highways at tlÍfferent speed"s even though the
same section of pavement is involved, which introduces problems when ride is used as a criterion of

Flgure 5 for the vehicle characteristic

shoqrn by the
solid line in Flgure 2 for velocities of 27.3 nph
(I2.2 m/secl and 54.6 mph (24.4 n/secr. The area
under each curve represents the mean square value of
acceleration experienced by the passenger at the velocity indicated. This is the criterion of pavement

roughness mentioned previously.
Becâuse the mean square vâlue

of acceleration is
the variance of acceleration, the standard deviation
can be obtained by taking the square root of the
variance. Tests (9, p. f29) have indicated that ln
an acceleration tine record the amplÍtudes can be
approximated by a nornal distribution that has a
2ero mean. Once the standârd deviation is available, it ís possible to esti¡nate the probability of
encountering various nagnitudes of aeceleration and
thu6 evaluate the ride in a more meaningful way.
Figure

5. Accelerat¡on
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It is possible to determine the mean square value
of the passenger acceleration by uslng the appropriate infor¡nation in Fígures 2 and 3. This requires
the use of the following relationship (8, p. I97);
where fi(f)
1

=

l7O

I

(ttls'zf

ftlsz = 3ô48 m/s2

is the acceleration spectral ilensity
V.27.3 MPHllzzñ/s)

Acceleration spectral density curves are shown in
4.

3

(3)

(ft2 / sec/secl 2 /Hzl .
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fo illustrate the problems encountered, the roughness spectrun of a convenient pavement section was
measured by using a ¡nodified BpR roughometer U).
This pavernent was used daily but was generally considered to be rougher than average. The roughness
spectrurn, shovrn in Figure 3, was transforneil to á
time-based freguency for tero different velocities,
as shown in Figure 4.
Vehieles with various suspension properties $rere
then investigated for natural freguencies ranging
from 1 to 2 Hz. The lohrer freguency represents a
vehicle with a soft suspension and, hence, a better
ride. This is typical of heavier, higher-priced vehicles, in which ride is an inportant characteristic. The 2-Hz frequency is more characteristic of
stiffly sprung vehicles such as those in which handling is nost important. Damping ratios from 0.8 to
0.3 were selected to represent shock absorbers in
good to poor condltion.
The standard deviations of the accelerations were
compute¿l for different speeds, natural frequencies,
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and damping râtios (see Flgure 6).

The interior of
the parallelogram in Figure 6 approxinates the reglon of possible values for the stan¿laral deviations
of passenger acceleration. Values ranging fro¡n 1.8
to 6.9 fL/sec2 (0.55 to 2.L rnlsec2 ) are lndicated.

By selecting a vehicle with a natural frequency

of. 2 Hz and a da¡nping ratio of 0.3 (the upper boundary of the region shovrn in Figure 6), standard de-

viations ranging fron 3.1 to 6.9 fL/sec2 (0.96 to
2.L n/sec2) can be obtaineil on the same pavenent
by varying the speed fro¡r 27.3 to 54.5 mph (I2.2 to
24.4 m/secl. The statisticâ1 significance of this
is shown ln Figure 7, where (assuming a nornal disFigure

6. Standard deviation of acceleration

as

affected by vehicle properties

and vehicle speed,
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tribution) the probability density curves are
plotted versus acceleration for the two velocitles
under consideration. Broken vertical lines are
shown at 0.1 g (3.2I f.t/sec/secl and at -0.1 g. The
probability of experiencing accelerations outside
these li¡nits is represented by the area bounded by
the curve of interest that lies outside these vertical lines. Àt 27.3 nph this probability is 0.31?;
at 54.5 nph it is 0.617.
CONCLUSIONS

For the sinple vehicle model used in this paper, a
wide range of passenger accelerations eras obtained
even though the identical section of pavement Ìras
being evaluated 1n each câse.

In the past, vehicle ride has been a satlsfaetory
criterion for evaluating pavenent roughness because
there was relatively little change in the design of
the most commonly used passenger vehicles. In recent years, honever, nany passenger vehicles have
undergone extensive deslgn changes. lt is believed
that the riile in these newer vehicles can still be
used to evaluate pavements but that before this is
done a careful study of the effect of the properties
of the newer vehicles on riile should be undertaken.
In addltion, lt is also desirable that certâin standard conditions be established to obtain a measurement of pavement roughness that will reflect only
the pavement properties.
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